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Abstract

Vaidya is a rule based post-execution diagnosis
tool for Hadoop mapreduce jobs. Its purpose
is to provide feedback for Hadoop administra-
tor after analyzing job log and configuration files
of mapreduce tasks. Vaidya analyzes Hadoop
mapreduce jobs performance through testing job
execution statistics and compares them to the
predefined thresholds set by user. Each test of
Vaidya targets a specific performance issue. De-
pending on whether a test passes the check or
not, Vaidya gives prescription as feedback for
system administrator as instructions to follow.
Vaidya can identify potential Hadoop system in-
efficiencies and give feedback report in short pe-
riod of time. In this project we extends Vaidya by
introducing new sets of test rules aiming to pro-
vide more complete diagnosis for Hadoop sys-
tems. We also improve Vaidya by providing in-
formative feedback to optimize Hadoop system
inefficiencies.

1 Introduction

Hadoop [1] is a data-intensive computing
framework inspired by Google’s MapReduce
[7] and Google File System [8] papers. As
one component of Hadoop, the Mapreduce
distributed computation framework provides a
comfortable environment for programmers to

develop MapReduce application for analyzing
large scale dataset, and the size of which can
range from several terabytes to petabytes.
Hadoop also provides its own distributed file
system HDFS [6]. The extensibility of Hadoop
allows programmers to build different compu-
tation paradigm on top of it, to serve different
research and commercial needs.

Nowadays, many companies including Yahoo,
Facebook and Amazon use Hadoop to process
business data. The scalability, efficiency and
fault tolerance Hadoop supports make it possible
to process computation on large amount of
data in short time. However, the distributed
nature of Hadoop and its large scale makes it
hard for administrator to identify potential data
processing bottleneck and improve performance
by appropriate optimization. For example,
frequent re-execution of jobs can be due to
failure of certain nodes, corruption of data on
old disk or link failure in network among clus-
ters. In some task, some nodes responsible for
performing reduce jobs might get significantly
more jobs than other reduce nodes. The reason
could be either incorrect job specification, or an
infrastructure problem in which the nodes are set
up inappropriately. An informative prescription
is indeed essential after similar performance
inefficiencies occur, so Hadoop users are able to
identify the potential category the problem lies
and corresponding actions of correctness and
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optimization can be performed more quickly.

Hadoop Vaidya [2] is a rule based post-
execution diagnosis tool for Hadoop MapRe-
duce jobs. Vaidya analyzes execution statistics
of MapReduce jobs through job history and
job configuration files. Vaidya runs predefined
rule based tests against job execution statistics
to diagnosis performance problems. Each test
targets a specific MapReduce job performance
problem. User can write own customized
tests to deal with specific performance issues.
After running all tests, Vaidya summarizes the
feedback according to the rules given and writes
the evaluation results as a XML report.

Each test rule in Vaidya is associated with a
value called importance, which is a declarative
value specifying the overall importance of this
test. Users can choose value from high, median
and low, depending on how much weight they
place on this performance test.

For each test rule, user defines an evaluate
function, which calculates the impact level spec-
ifying the degree of problem job has with respect
to the condition being evaluated. User also sets
a SuccessThreshold, which is a threshold value
Vaidya uses to decide whether the Hadoop sys-
tem performance indicated by job log passes this
specific test. If the calculated impact level of a
test is less than its SuccessThreshold, the test is
declared as passed. For each test which fails to
pass, Vaidya writes Prescription to the XML re-
port as target advice written by the test case ad-
viser for the user to optimize the current Hadoop
configuration.

2 Motivation

The motivation of our class project consists
of many parts. First, inspired by Vaidya itself
and other similar log analysis tools (see details
in Section 3), we have found that Hadoop job
diagnosis by post-execution log analysis is sig-
nificantly helpful for users to tune MapReduce
jobs. However, there are some insufficiencies

in the existing tools, such as uncovered failure
detection methods and incomplete running
statistics. Those tools are overlapping yet not
complementary enough in terms of function-
alities. As such, we are motivated to improve
and extend one of the tools Vaidya. We believe
this would benefit Hadoop users in industry as
well as researchers in academia by providing a
convenient and easy-to-use way for inspecting
the MapReduce jobs they have run.

Second, the current Vaidya tool released only
comes with five default test rules, which cover
a limited number of potential inefficiencies can
occur during Hadoop mapreduce jobs. The
mapreduce job and task statistics extracted from
Vaidya API are not fully utilized. There are
more useful information we can retrieve from
these statistics extracted from Hadoop logs to
improve its performance. For example, the
Vaidya API extracts task running statistics for
both map and reduce tasks, but only statistics
for map tasks are used in one of the default tests.
We can image the same type of inefficiencies
can occur at both map and reduce sides of
mapreduce process. We believe our extension
to the Vaidya tool will benefit a wide range of
Hadoop users. Users who are setting a new
Hadoop cluster can use our new rules to figure
out the optimal configuration. Users of aged
Hadoop clusters can identify potential outdated
part of hardwares and replace old disks, network
switches, etc.

Third, the appropriate threshold is hard to
find. In Vaidya, whether the Hadoop job log
passes a test depends on the thresholds set for
the specific test. For example, in one of the
default tests, if the map side disk spill exceeds
30 percent of the total map output, the test
is considered to be failed to pass the check.
Finding the right threshold requires testing with
realistic mapreduce programs and datasets. We
will explore different thresholds and look for
ones suitable for practical purposes.

For our project we are going to extend Vaidya
by adding tests to examine more critical Hadoop
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mapreduce performance issues including disk
spill, map/reduce nodes ratio, intermediate data
processing time, etc. We are also going to con-
duct experiments to compare different thresholds
and look for suitable ones. Finally, if time per-
mits, we will design a user friendly interface for
Vaidya to let the feedback for job logs become
more informative and lucid.

3 Related Work

After running certain period of time or some
task executions are done in the distributed
system, usually all the configurations, runtime
statistics, and running results are saved in form
of logs. Execution logs of distributed system
software are highly valuable information, as
they can be used to do post-execution analysis
by examination and mining on the logs.

The analysis can benefit the system by sug-
gesting configurations for better performance,
or detecting failures, errors and anomalies, etc.
Some tools for analyzing and reporting Hadoop
job performance have been built. However,
therere certain problems they havent solved
or insufficiencies they havent covered. In this
section, we are going to survey and investigate
the existing works and tools for post-execution
log analysis, particularly on Hadoop. And more
importantly, relate them to the tool Vaidya we
work on, to better give us working directions.

Mochi [10] is a log-analysis based tool for
Hadoop debugging. It produces visualizations
for users to reason and debug performance
issues. Mochi analyzes Hadoop’s behavior in
terms of space, time and volume, and extracts
a model of data flow from the cluster nodes,
at the MapReduce-level abstraction. Mochi
constructs views of cluster upon the execution
logs of MapReduce tasks. It then correlates the
execution of the task trackers and data nodes in
time to determine data read/write operations on
HDFS. Mochi basically provides three kinds of
visualizations: ”Swimlanes” for task progress
in time and space, ”MIROS” plots for data ows

in space, and ”Realized Execution Path” for
volume-duration correlations. Visualization is
very helpful for exposing the running statistics
of data-intensive jobs, and we might want to
consider using visualization as a friendly user
interface in one of our Vaidya extensions if time
is allowed.

Rumen [4] is a tool for data extraction and
analysis based on Hadoop JobHistory logs. Use-
ful MapReduce-related information extracted
from JobHistory logs are stored in a digest that
can be easily parsed and accessed. The raw trace
data from MapReduce logs are often insufficient
for simulation, emulation, and benchmarking, as
these tools often attempt to measure conditions
that did not occur in the source data. Vaidya
experiences the same problem but from our
inspections it can get rid of the insufficiencies
by extracting more statistics, which is one of our
work. Rumen does a statistical analysis based
on the digest to estimate the variables the trace
does not provide. Rumen generates Cumulative
Distribution Functions for the MapReduce
task runtimes, which can be used for inferring
runtime of incomplete and missing tasks. We
adopt similar inference procedure to help users
better tune their MapReduce jobs.

Chukwa [5] is devoted to log collection and
analysis in large scale. Chukwa is built on top
of the Hadoop distributed filesystem (HDFS)
and MapReduce framework, aiming to provide
a flexible and powerful platform for distributed
data collection and rapid data processing.
Chukwa is structured as a pipeline of collection
and processing stages, with clean and narrow
interfaces between stages. It has three primary
components: agents that run on each machine
and emit data, collectors that receive data from
the agent and write it to stable storage, and
MapReduce jobs for parsing and archiving the
data. Vaidya does not have the pipelining as
not needed, but it would be a good idea to use
these tool collectively. For example, use the
pipeline for rapid data preprocessing, and then
use Vaidya for post analysis.
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GridMix [3] is a benchmark and simulation
tool for Hadoop clusters. It imposes synthetic
jobs (in form of binary readers) that model
a profile mined from production loads onto
Hadoop for saturation and stress at scale. A
MapReduce job trace describing the job mix for
a given cluster, which is usually generated by
Rumen, is required to run GridMix. The most
recent version GridMix3 takes task distribution,
submission interval, input dataset, user diversity
and job complexity for benchmarking.

Vaidya, the diagnosis tool we are working on,
is not the first tool that deals with Hadoop log
analysis. Vaidya is designed such that Vaidya
and the tools mentioned above are complemen-
tary and supportive to each other in the Hadoop
framework. It would be good to know how the
other tools work, what they have achieved, and
what are still pending to be achieved. On one
hand, we will delve into some of them to make
the extensions on Vaidya better and more mean-
ingful for the tools integration. On the other
hand, utilizing some wonderful thoughts of other
tools (like statistics processing and anomaly de-
tection) into our extensions would be great direc-
tions to go. Great understanding and inspection
of above tools will definitely better guide us how
we are going to extend Vaidya.

4 Project Plan

Since MapReduce jobs typically run on a large
scale of distributed systems, it is normal for
user to suffer the failure and low performance
problems while executing jobs. So we can not
expect to create a perfect system once with no
error and high performance. Instead, we can do
much better by learning from the failures and
problems we go through previously.

Hadoop Vaidya is a powerful diagnosing tool.
Basically, it provides some predefined rules to
give user prescriptions in order to improve the
MapReduce Jobs. The input data being used are
stored in log.txt file and configuration conf.xml
file that both are generated automatically by

Hadoop after job execution. However, Vaidya
is still far from being perfect. So on the other
hand, it means there is a lot we can do for further
improvement.

Currently, only a few test rules have been
set up to analyze the job, which is severely
insufficient. So the first goal of the project is
to design more test rules to support Vaidya to
be more comprehensive. Specifically, three
functions should be filled up for new test, which
are evaluate(), setting up the formulas and rules
to calculate the impact level, getPrescription(),
new advices and suggestions for improving
the performance, and getReferenceDetails()
showing some key statistics during the job
execution. Also, new prescriptions will be given
depending on the analysis of the data.

The data is another part that could be supple-
mented. Because now the number of counters is
not enough to indicate the problem of a specific
job. Based on this insufficiency, new features
have been done by other researchers by adding
new job/task counters, such as number of spills
and maximum memory used in Hadoop Perfor-
mance Monitoring[9]. Along with this idea, we
believe we can explore more interesting features.

The whole project is supposed to be divided
into five steps. In the first week, all the group
members will install Hadoop and set up config-
urations on the virtual machine. The next job is
to look up references, read books and look at the
open source code to understand how the MapRe-
duce Job and Vaidya work in Java. Next step,
we will spend about two weeks focusing on de-
signing new test rules based on JobStatistics and
DiagnoseTest. Besides, we will work on com-
posing the prescription for users to improve the
performance of the job. Then we will move to
the next step to finish the 2/3 milestone report
and do further research on the counter part de-
sign.
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5 Challenges

There is a challenge with our designs of diag-
nostic tests. Recall that the rule-based tests can
fail or pass depending on the job execution and
the given parameters (e.g. MaxMapFailureRa-
tio). The parameters play important roles in the
diagnosis process in form of function arguments.
Unsuccessful settings of the parameters may di-
rectly lead into test design failures which make
the tests meaningless. The challenge comes from
tuning those parameters. Different kinds of jobs
may present different characteristics. Even for
a same job, when it is executed under different
circumstances (e.g. network, cluster, number of
mappers and reducers, input data, etc.), the job
log could be quite different. But for the tests
we write, the one-time-write-multiple-time-uses
feature requires us to set the parameters useful
for as many jobs as possible, at least for jobs run-
ning in a relatively common environment. We
will simulate the different running environment
mentioned above and carefully determine the pa-
rameters accordingly.

Another challenge is limited information pro-
vided by current Hadoop logs. The range of
potential performance efficiencies which can be
detected by Vaidya tests depend on how much
information Hadoop logs can provide. The in-
formation provided in Hadoop logs can be en-
riched by adding counters to Hadoop MapRe-
duce framework. Counters are responsible for
recording specific MapReduce jobs and tasks ex-
ecution information like number of bytes writ-
ten by mappers and reducers. We plan to extend
Hadoop by adding new counters to record useful
information which helps to detect more Hadoop
MapReduce performance inefficiencies.

6 Tests

In this section, we introduce 6 tests we have
added to Vaidya. We include the motivation be-
hind the tests, the algorithm we use to determine
if the log passes a test, the prescription we give as
feedback to Hadoop user and parameters of tests
which are going to be tuned by experiments.

6.1 Desirable Reduces Maps Ratio
Motivation : For maximum performance of
MapReduce jobs, the number of reducers should
be slightly less than the number of reduce slots
in the cluster. This allows the reducers to finish
in one batch and fully utilizes the cluster during
reduce phase. The user may better tune settings
by knowing how many maps and reduces have
actually been launched and their ratio.

Algorithm 1 determine whether reduces maps
ratio is desirable

1: mapFailRatio← launchedMaps
failedMaps

2: redFailRatio← launchedReds
failedReds

3: if mapFailRatio ≤
maxMapFailRatio && redFailRatio ≤
maxRedFailRatio then return ”Test is
not meaningful!”

4: end if
5: ratio← maps

reds
6: if ratio ≤ successThreshold then return

”Test Passed.”
7: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”
8: end if

Prescription :
(1) Try to set less reducers.
(2) Try to set more mappers if the cluster is still
underloaded.
(3) This test may not be meaningful because
either the map or the reduce failure ratio is
greater than the user-specified thresholds. Be-
fore running this test, try to capture other errors
or pass other tests first.

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.9
MaxMapFailureRatio: 0.20
MaxReduceFailureRatio: 0.15

6.2 Balanced Shuffling From Map
To Reduce

Motivation : When a MapReduce job finishes
its map process, the Hadoop framework executes
a shuffling algorithm to distribute and move the
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output of mappers to the reducers over the net-
work. If shuffling is unbalanced, due to un-
balanced partitioning or problematic network la-
tency, there will be a huge waste of time for some
reducers to begin their jobs and thus greatly slow
down the entire job completion. Therefore, we
want to detect unbalanced shuffling and advise
users to inspect the potential problems, mostly
from problematic network latency.

Algorithm 2 determine whether the shuffling
time for the reducers is balanced

1: if job is MAP ONLY then return ”Test
Passed”

2: end if
3: reds← redTasksList()
4: //shuffle time for each task is computed by

shuffle finished time minus task started time
5: sdShflT ime← stdDevShflT ime(reds)
6: ratio← tdShflT ime

maxTime
7: if ratio ≤ successThreshold then return

”Test Passed.”
8: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”
9: end if

Prescription :
(1) Use appropriate shuffling function
(2) First, check whether the reduce partition is
balanced
(3) If balanced, check if there’s unbalanced
latency from retrieving data from map output to
reduces
(4) Investigate unnecessary network latency for
data transmission

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.2
MaxShuffleTimeStandardDeviation: 80000

6.3 Reduce Side Disk Spill
Motivation : When map tasks complete, the
map output are copied to the reduce tasktracker’s
memory. If tasktracker’s memory buffer reaches
a threshold size, or reaches a threshold number
of map outputs , map outputs are merged and
spilled to disk. Reduce side disk spill causes un-

necessary storage waste and slows down the re-
duce phase.

Algorithm 3 calculating reduce side disk spill
amount

1: totalLocalBytesWrittenByRed ←∑
RedTask LocalBytesWrittenByRedTask

2: RedSideDiskSpill =
JobMapOutputBytes −
totalLocalBytesWrittenByRed

3: ratio← RedSideDiskSpill
JobMapOutputBytes

4: if ratio ≤ successThreshold then return
”Test Passed.”

5: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”
6: end if

Prescription :
(1) Increase the proportion of total heap size to
be allocated to the map outputs during the copy
phase of the shuffle
(2) Increase the threshold usage proportion of
the map outputs buffer for starting the process
of merging the outputs and spilling to disk
(3) Increase the threshold number of map
outputs for starting the process of merging the
outputs and spilling to disk

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.3

6.4 Intermediate Data Process Time
Motivation : When map tasks finish, the map
output stay on the local disk of the tasktracker
which ran the map tasks. The reduce task need
to copy map output for particular partition from
map tasks across the cluster, which is called
copy phase of reduce task. After the map output
are copied, the reduce tasks start to merge the
map output and maintain the sorted order, which
is called merge phase. The merging is done
in rounds. The time spent on manipulating
intermediate data can vary by a good amount for
different mapreduce configurations.

Prescription :
(1) Increase the number of threads used to copy
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Algorithm 4 calculating intermediate data pro-
cess time

1: lastMapTaskF inishT ime ←
maxMapTasksFinishTime

2: firstRedTaskStartT ime ←
minRedTasksStartT ime

3: intermDataProT ime =
firstRedTaskStartT ime −
lastMapTaskF inishT ime

4: ratio← intermDataProTime
JobExecutionTime

5: if ratio ≤ successThreshold then return
”Test Passed.”

6: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”
7: end if

map outputs to the reducer
(2) Increase the maximum number of streams to
merge at once then sorting files

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.1

6.5 Map Task Failure Solution

Motivation : In the real scenario, there will
be different kinds of failures in the map side.
The reason may be bugs in the users code,
hardware problem and corrupted records in the
file system. It is also possible that the bug is
in a third-party library that cannot be easily
handled. In addition, sometimes users do not
want to abort the whole job if a few tasks failed.
So this test aims to help user detect the specific
failure and find corresponding solutions in an
efficient way without significantly affecting the
final result and performance.

Prescription :
(1) If the total number of failed tasks is
small, you can set the maximum per-
centage of tasks that are allowed to fail
without triggering job failure by using the
mapred.max.map.failures.percent property.
(2) If the number of failed tasks is still bearable,
enable SkipBadRecords automatically for map
tasks and increase the maximum number of task

Algorithm 5 provide solution for the map task
failure

1: badRecMp← 0
2: totalMaps← lanuchedMap()
3: totalFMaps← failedMaps()
4: badRecMp← badRecInEachMap()
5: badRecFRatio← badRecMp

totalMaps

6: totalFRatio← totalFMaps
totalMaps

7: ratio← 1− totalFRatio
8: if ratio ≤ successThreshold then return

”Test Passed.”
9: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”

10: end if

attempts, via mapred.map.max.attempts to give
skipping mode enough attempts to detect and
skip all the bad records.”
(3) Too much task failures occur. Check the
code as well as the hardware.

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.8
sMapFRatio: 0.10
mMapFRatio: 0.20

6.6 Combiner Efficiency Test
Motivation : Combiner is a function that
performs local aggregation of the map outputs
before shuffling them as inputs to the reducer.
Because it reduces the number of data trans-
ferred to the reducer, it is able to improve the
performance of the map-reduce job significantly.
However, calling combiner will bring additional
overhead on serialization and deserialization of
intermediate data. So this test will notify the
user if it is appropriate to call the combiner in
the intermediate part.

Prescription :
(1) If the efficiency of combiner in the map-side
is lower than 0.2 please do not use combiner in
that side. Because there is a time cost on the
serialization and deserialization of map-output
records.
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Algorithm 6 determine the efficiency for the
combiner

1: cmbIptRec← cmbIptRecInMaps()
2: cmbOptRec← cmbOptRecInMaps()
3: mapCmbEff ← 1− cmbIptRec

cmbOptRec
4: if mapCmbEff ≤ EffThreshhold then
5: impact← 1.0
6: end if
7: if impact ≤ successThreshhold then re-

turn ”Test Passed.”
8: elsereturn ”Test Failed.”
9: end if

Recommended Parameters (to be tuned by ex-
periments later) :
SuccessThreshold: 0.5
EffThreshold 0.2
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